
 
 
 
 

Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 
 

    Constructions such as the time-away construction, the ditransitive construction, 

and the resultative construction, have been viewed as meaning-bearing units, for they 

can be integrated with the predicate, and in turn license arguments (Goldberg 1995). 

In the thesis, Chinese resultatives, ba…de constructions and bei…de constructions 

alike, will be taken as meaning-bearing units and also be proved to be a family of 

resultative constructions under the constructional view (Goldberg and Jackendoff 

2004). 

 

1.1 What Are Resultatives? 

 

Before probing into Chinese ba…de constructions and bei…de constructions, we 

are going to have a rough understanding of resultatives1 in mind first. Resultatives, 

which have been a focus of research in the literature, “describe the state of an 

                                                 
1 Throughout this thesis, we will use the term resultative construction and resultatives interchangeably. 

1 
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argument resulting from the action denoted by the verb” (Boas 2003:1). Take the 

following sentence in (1) for example. The italicized phrase is a resultative phrase that 

describes the resultant state (change of state) of the postverbal noun phrases, i.e., the 

argument of the verb that is caused by the action denoted by the verb. Thus, the 

sentence means ‘He wiped the table and as a result of his wiping, the table became 

clean.’  

(1) He wiped the table clean.  

In discussion of the syntax of event structure, Pustejovsky (1991: 64) maintains 

“resultative constructions involve what appears to be a systematic event-type shifting 

from processes to transitions.” He points out that resultatives consist of more than one 

subevent, starting from processes and later turning out to be states via some kind of 

transition. In other words, resultatives are complex subevents that are formed by a 

primary subevent and a secondary subevent, and there is a causal relation between 

them. A construction that has cause-result relation between two predicates within it is  

called a resulative construction. 

Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004:533) also give resultatives a rough definition: 

“subject makes object become AP by V-ing it.” In their work, they come up with 

four major subconstructions of English resultatives, listed below in (2). They argue 

that the resultative construction shows a great deal of syntactic and semantic 
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variations which form a family of subconstructions, “united by related but not 

identical syntax and by related but not identical semantics” (2004: 563): 

 

(2) A. Causative property resultative（e.g. Bill watered the tulips flat.） 

Syntax:   NP1 V NP2 AP/PP3

Semantics: X1 CAUSE [Y2 BECOME Z3] 

              Means: [VERBAL SUBEVENT] 

 

B. Noncausitive property resultative（e.g. The pond froze solid.） 

Syntax:   NP1 V AP/PP2  

Semantics: X1 BECOME Y2  

              Means: [VERBAL SUBEVENT] 

 

C. Noncaustive path resultative（intransitive motion construction, e.g. The 

ball rolled down the hill. The truck rumbled into the station.） 

Syntax:   NP1 V PP2  

Semantics: X1 GO Path2

              Means: [VERBAL SUBEVENT] 

              Result: [VERBAL SUBEVENT: X1 EMIT SOUDND ] 

              Result: [VERBAL SUBEVENT: X1 DISAPPEAR] 

 

D. Causative path resultative（caused motion construction, e.g. Bill rolled the 

ball down the hill.） 

Syntax:   NP1 V NP2 PP3

Semantics: X1 CAUSE [Y2 GO Path3] 

              Means: [VERBAL SUBEVENT] 
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1.2 Motivation and Purpose 

 

In correspondence to English resultatives discussed in Goldberg and Jackendoff 

(2004), Chinese resultatives also have a range of forms and interpretations. In 

Mandarin Chinese, resultative forms can be detected at the lexical level or at the 

constructional level. Lexical resultatives in Mandarin Chinese are resultative verb 

compounds, which are made up of two parts, V1and V2, where V1 denotes an action 

while V2 conveys some kind of result of the action. There is an action-result relation 

between the two constituents. The italicized part in the following sentence is an 

example of the Chinese RVCs. 

(3) 他   忙    累   了。 

    ta  mang  lei   le 

    he  busy  tired  ASP. 

    ‘He was so busy that he became tired.’ 

In (3), lei ‘tired’ is caused by his being too busy. Previous studies into the use 

and nature of RVCs have provided a wealth of analysis into such issues as phrase 

structures, thematic relations, or causality, lexical mapping and so on as well 

discussed in Thompson (1973), Huang (1984), Lin (1990), Li (1990, 1995), Her (2003, 

2004), amongst others. 

 In terms of the structural properties of the predicate, ba and bei constructions 
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can be grouped into six types.2 Among these six types, ba…de construction and 

bei…de construction, on the other hand, illustrate constructional resultatives. The 

following examples--(4a) and (5a)--are ba…de and bei…de sentences with the 

forms: NP1 ba NP2 V de XP and NP2 bei (NP1) V de XP, respectively. Here, both 

sentences convey a result—wo qi qiao sheng ian (我七竅生煙) ‘I was greatly 

furious’— caused by the action of qi. And ba…de and bei…de in the sentences, two 

discontinuous morphemes locking together, mark the whole construction as a 

resultative construction. If without the presence of the result phrase, ba…de and 

bei…de constructions will be ungrammatical, as shown in (4b) and (5b). 

(4)  a. 這  個 蠢   蛋 把 我   氣   得   七   竅    生    煙    了。 

       zhe ge chuan dan ba  wo  qi   de   qi   qiao   sheng  ian    le 

       this CL   fool  BA  I   annoy DE seven aperture produce smoke ASP 

       ‘This fool annoyed me to the extent that I was very furious.’ 

b.＊這 個  蠢  蛋 把 我   氣   得  了。 

        zhe ge chuan dan ba  wo  qi   de   le 

        this CL   fool  BA  I  annoy DE  ASP 

       ‘This fool annoyed me.’ 

 
                                                 
2 According to Yang’s classification (1995:3) ba and bei constructions can be divided into six major 
types, listed below: 
 
A. V + Simplex verb 
B. V + Compound verb 
C. V + de phrase 
D. V + NP 
E. V + Double objects 
F. V + Locative phrases 
 
For more detailed discussions and exemplifications, refer to Chapter 2. 
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(5)  a. 我 被 （這 個 蠢    蛋）氣  得 七    竅     生    煙     了。 

   wo bei （zhe ge chuan dan）qi  de  qi  qiao    sheng  ian    le 

       I  BEI  this CL  fool   annoy DE seven aperture produce smoke ASP 

   ‘I was annoyed very much by this fool such that I was extremely furious.’ 

 

     b.＊我被（這  個  蠢   蛋）氣   得  了。 

   wo bei （zhe ge chuan dan）qi   de   le 

       I  BEI  this CL  fool    annoy DE  ASP 

   ‘I was annoyed by this fool.’ 

 

 In terms of ba constructions, Ziegeler argues that “ba is seen semantically as 

associated with a verbal function of causativity” (Ziegeler 2000: 808) and “there 

appears to be a steadily increasing requirement on the use of ba to express the 

result of the action specified in the verbal complement” (818). Also, she claims “the 

emergence of the ba-construction as a causative-resultative construction would 

appear to be a recent development” (822). Her arguments accord with the 

observation that there is a need for a result phrase specified in ba…de constructions, 

or ungrammaticality will be caused. 

Similarly, bei…de constructions are considered parallel to ba…de constructions 

only in a different arrangement of the required elements. Bei…de constructions 

describe events in which an entity or a person is manipulated or affected in some way, 

and express a resultant effect on the referent. Therefore, bei…de constructions are 
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considered to have the causative-resultative uses; it is necessary to maintain a result 

phrase in the constructions. When such a result is unspecified, an ungrammatical 

sentence will arise, as shown in (5b). 

In the above-mentioned examples, the intransitive verb qi is a one-place 

predicate. However, the sound sentences carry three arguments: patient, agent, 

result-goal. The demonstration clashes with the claim that the main verb selects the 

arguments of the constructions. In the thesis, both constructional and decompositional 

mechanisms will be employed to examine the distribution of ba…de and bei…de 

constructions. Specifically, it will be argued that unsubcategorized arguments in the 

resultative construction are contributed by the construction, rather than motivated on 

syntactic ground and that each construction is uniquely motivated to express some 

semantics in some configurations. And under the constructional account, it will be 

proved that the meanings of each element in the ba…de and bei…de constructions 

will contribute to the constructions and get the interpretation of the resultatives.  

Since both ba…de and bei…de constructions bear a great similarity in selecting 

arguments and expressing the result state out, it is worth examining these two 

constructions together and delving into them from the constructional approach. 

Therefore, the scope of our study is confined to ba…de and bei…de constructions only. 

As for the other resultative forms, lexical resultatives and other five types of ba/bei 
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sentences as well will not be taken into discussions. The data of this study mainly 

come from Sinica Corpus. And due to the space, we do some modifications to the data 

extracted. We hope we can get a unified account for ba…de and bei…de constructions 

by adopting constructional and decompositional approaches. 

 

1.3 Layout of the Thesis   

 

    This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews previous treatments of the 

ba and bei constructions and points out the unsolved cases encountered. Chpater 3 

then introduces Goldberg’s (1995) Construction Grammar, Goldberg and Jackendoff’s 

(2004) study of the English Resultative as a Family of Constructions, and 

Jackendoff’s (2002) Decompositional Theory, which pave the way for the analysis of 

ba/bei…de constructions. Next, chapter 4 examines ba/bei…de constructions from a 

constructional and conceptual perspective to prove ba/bei…de constructions as a 

family of resulativie constructions. Finally, a brief conclusion of the thesis is made, 

and some further research issues are pointed out as well. 

 


